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SUPPORTING THOSE WHO SUPPORT
US

You would be aware that Colac had some
challenges in managing a COVID outbreak in
the town last month.  We reached out to Colac
Area Health through our Colac Operations
Manager Paul Groves, whose partner Eve was
working with the Colac Area Health COVID
Response Team. 

Eve suggested that the “COVID Results and
Communication Team” deserved some
recognition, as they had been putting in the
hard yards for the community.

The team of up to 8 staff members were
working long days with little to no breaks,
chasing up and sending out COVID test results
to the people of Colac and its surrounds.

As a small gesture of our appreciation, we
arranged for them to be provided with lunch to
recognise their service and commitment to
keeping the Colac community safe.

Thank you Eve, and the team!

SPOTLIGHT ON INNOVATION

Customer Problem. Our customer had a
number of regional runs that could not be
serviced with current fleet as it lacked the
necessary capacity and moving to a B Double
trailer set would result in lower utilisation.

The Wettenhalls Solution. Design a new
trailer, now known as the “Supa Mezz”.
Working with our engineering partner Pumpa
Manufacturing of Swan Hill, we designed a new
trailer that had the required capacity and
remained within PBS guidelines. With a new
XF DAF and the Supa Mezz running under the
Intelligent Access Program (IAP), Wettenhalls
were able to provide a new capability to the

Message from our Chief Executive Officer
Whilst 2020 has been very challenging it has been great to see the collaborative effort from everyone to work
together to meet the challenges that this year has presented.

But whilst we face these major challenges it is important to keep focussed on running the business in the way in
which we want it to be run.  We were successful in re-tendering for our work that we do for Infrabuild (formerly
“OneSteel”) and have expanded a number of the networks that we operate for other customers. READ MORE

COVID update
Whilst COVID-19 has presented numerous challenges for the operation of our activities, our Business Continuity
Plan already had the structure for our response to a pandemic and it provided the basis for us to build on COVID
specific responses in our current Coronavirus Management Plan. 

I would like to thank all of our customers, employees and suppliers for the excellent responses, support, and
collaboration to get through this difficult period in all of our operations.

We are pleased to be able to advise our customers that we are continuing to meet our commitments to you
under COVID safe protocols, and we have not suffered any disruptions to our ability to continue to deliver for
you safely and perfectly.

Respecting our history, looking to the future

In the coming weeks Wettenhalls will commence the process of rebranding.

Our new branding reflects our heritage whilst bringing us into the digital world.  The reworking of our core
Wettenhalls logo allows it to be better applied in the digital space and reflects contemporary design. READ
MORE

New trailers for Goodman Fielder

Building off the back of our success in delivering an “Australian first trailer” see the box below, Wettenhalls has
successfully delivered two more “Supa Mezz” trailers to Goodman Fielder. 

These Supa Mezz trailers and latest XF DAFs are now in based in regional NSW.  These are the first
combinations to sport the new Wettenhalls livery.

https://wettenhalls.createsend1.com/t/r-l-juvhuly-otkldljhyk-t/
https://wettenhalls.createsend1.com/t/r-l-juvhuly-otkldljhyk-h/


market that met our customer’s cost and
productivity needs.

 Email a Friend
 Know someone who

might be interested?  
Forward it to them.

Constructions services supporting major infrastructure projects

Whilst COVID-19 has dampened the market demand for Specialised Transport services across the Construction
Industry, Wettenhalls has been successful in securing work on several projects as a part of the State’s
investment in infrastructure.

One such project is the Level Crossing Removal Project where we are working for Humes in Echuca and
McConnell Dowell. The current project involves transporting over 300 loads of “L-Walls” from Echuca to
Werribee.

The “L-Walls” range in weight and the heaviest units are 52 tonnes. The acquisition of Allied Heavy Haulage in
early 2019 has allowed us to now deliver heavier loads above 30 tonnes. READ MORE

Environmental Services Wins “IQ Renew” interstate contract

Wettenhalls continues to grow its footprint in its Environmental Services customer base and has some 50 +
trucks working specifically in the space now, servicing top tier customers such as Cleanaway, Infrabuild, Veolia &
now New South Wales (NSW) Recycling company “IQ Renew”.

The new work involves transportation of recyclables between Sydney and right up the central coast for sorting
and processing using specialised 20m high capacity Barker refuse specification walking floor
combinations. READ MORE

Introducing Wettenhalls Regional Express

In late 2018 the business determined that there was an opportunity to better service Regional areas by the
development of a focussed regional express carrier.  We chose to call this carrier Wettenhalls Regional Express
and it was built by purchasing existing businesses and integrating them into a new team, along with transferring
existing Wettenhalls employees into the new Company.

After a significant amount of work by a lot of talented and capable people under the leadership of our General
Manager, Mark Vaughan, we are proud to introduce to our stakeholders Wettenhalls Regional Express.  A
special edition of our newsletter in October will be dedicated to explaining the new business, its people,
capability, and its delivery network.

Wettenhalls Regional Express, a new name and a new business but operating with the same values and
principles of Wettenhalls, leveraging off the Wettenhalls best in class safety, training, and technology. 

Wettenhalls Regional Express is committed to delivering its value proposition to its customers across its
network.

Focus on safety

http://wettenhalls.forwardtomyfriend.com/r-otkldljhyk-A6950282-juvhuly-l-j
https://wettenhalls.createsend1.com/t/r-l-juvhuly-otkldljhyk-k/
https://wettenhalls.createsend1.com/t/r-l-juvhuly-otkldljhyk-u/


Since we refreshed our approach to safety with “WE ARE FOR ZERO” (and built on that with Take 5, to raise
awareness of everyone’s personal responsibility for safety), Wettenhalls have now moved from merely raising
awareness of safety issues to ensuring safety is the first consideration in all our operations and decisions.

Safety needs to become just what we do.  That is why we have invested in Safety Leadership: to help embed a
“safety first” culture across our operations. READ MORE

Wettenhalls in the community

We're pleased to continue our Community Giving Program which we launched in 2018.

Wettenhalls made a significant contribution to the Barwon Health Foundation in June 2020 to support the
continuing work of the foundation improving the health of our community.

We're proud to support the annual run for Geelong event and encourage everyone to sign up for this year’s
event. READ MORE
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